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A powerful magnitude 7.7 earthquake [2] struck central Moresby Island in the Haida Gwaii [3]
archipelago at 8:04PM PDT, 27 October 2012. Residents along the west coast?from Alaska
to Vancouver?also felt several aftershocks up to magnitude 5.8. However, no major damage
or injuries were reported. This was the largest temblor to hit Canada since 1949, when an 8.1magnitude quake hit west of the Queen Charlotte Islands, in the same area.
The following plots show both seismic and bottom pressure data collected by Ocean Networks
Canada instrumentation, located approximately 600 km south of the earthquake epicenter.
The light-blue plots at upper-left illustrate changes in pressure, as measured by bottom
pressure recorders at four node locations. In the top three plots, initial strong blue signatures,
beginning at 3:04 UTC, indicate shaking of the seafloor as seismic energy passed through the
region. As this energy dispersed, the recordings indicate changes in sea level above each
bottom pressure recorder as waves emanating from the disturbance traveled across the
ocean's surface. The fourth plot shows bottom pressure anomalies at Folger Passage, a
shallow (100 m) near-shore station where surface swell typically conceals tsunami waves
from easy detection by the casual viewer.
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The lower five plots, in dark blue above, illustrate seismic energy as measured by four Ocean
Networks Canada seafloor seismometers and one land-based seismometer located in Bella
Bella on British Columbia's central coast. Earthquake onset is clearly indicated in all five plots,
with Bella Bella recording the earliest onset, because it is located much closer to the
earthquake epicenter, 265 km to the southeast. The Bella Bella seismometer is part of the
Canadian National Seismograph Network [5], maintained by National Resources Canada's
Pacific Geoscience Centre.
Numerous aftershocks were also detected following the initial earthquake, with over 50
magnitude 4+ aftershocks recorded in the initial 16 hours. Most of these aftershocks occurred
beneath the seafloor, as indicated in the following USGS map.
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Tsunami warnings originally issued for a large stretch of the North and Central coast, as well
as the Haida Gwaii region and eastward to Hawaii, were later cancelled or downgraded. One
wave that hit Langara Island, northern-most island in the Haida Gwaii archipelago, measured
69 cm. Tsunami wave heights as high as 76 cm were recorded in Kahului, Maui, HI [7], and
harbour oscillations up to 1.2 m were measured in Hilo, HI [8].

The tsunami generated by this earthquake was not nearly as large and devastating as those
struck Sri Lanka, Indonesia and Japan in recent years, because it occurred on a strike-slip [9]
(lateral) fault. Vertical displacement for strike-slip earthquakes is typically much less than may
be expected from a major subduction [10] earthquake. The following short video illustrates the
distinction between strike-slip and subduction earthquakes.
For scientists like those at the Pacific Geoscience Centre and other institutions studying
tsunami propagation in the northeast Pacific, this event will provide valuable insights. The
tsunami generated by this earthquake was similar in size to other tsunamis, such as last
year's Japan tsunami [11] and the Chilean tsunami of February 2010 [12], when they reached the
northeast Pacific. Although tremendously large in their source regions, these tsunamis
diminished significantly after crossing large ocean basins to reach coastal British Columbia.
The Haida Gwaii tsunami is the first regional tsunami tracked by Ocean Networks Canada's
sensor network; its local source region is expected to result in different wave responses in
BC's coastal embayments. By comparing these two types of tsunamis (distant vs. local),
scientists can begin to piece together a picture of how BC coastal zones may react to large
tsunamis originating in this region.
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